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Staten Island’s Wagner Choir sings Handel and Verdi, 
Sting and The Beatles 

By MICHAEL J. FRESSOLA 

 With Handel and Verdi, Wagner and Britten on the program Sunday in Trinity Lutheran 
Church in Stapleton, anyone might assume the Wagner College Choir had enough variety in its 
repertoire. 
 But, there was even more: Folk songs and a new spiritual by enthusiastic and musically 
broadminded choir director Roger Wesby, plus a Scottish Highlands-ish number by Gordon 
Matthew Sumner, a.k.a Sting. 
 “Resonances” as the pleasantly educational program was called, had paired themes: 
Recent anniversaries (the birthdays of Britten, Verdi and Wagner and the Beatles’ invasion 50 
years ago) and the evolution of the art. Each generation builds on its predecessor, naturally. 
 Way back, a 600-year-old Spanish “Ave Maria,” (Josquin Des Prez) sounded timeless in 
its austerity and the young singers delivered it with such fervor and freshness, it seemed new. 
 Sections of the “Messiah” (Handel) and an Orthodox piece “Of Thy Mystical Supper,” a 
piece Richmond Choral Society. has been sung in the past, had similar intensity. 
 While mature choirs produce majestic sound on demand, an undergraduate ensemble 
generates other effects -- immediacy, freshness and joy. Nearly all of the 50 singers seemed 
conscious, moment-to-moment, that they were creating a thing of great beauty. 
 Among many memorable moments, there was the line in the “Festival Te Deum” of 
Britten, “Thou art the King of Glory,” in which the singing ignited. 
 Among the afternoon’s very well-equipped soloists,  tenor James Sheehan and soprano 
Emily Shaner as (Violetta and Alfredo in the drinking song from “La Traviata”) sang with 
polish; ditto for Carrie Holt in the Britten, Cassandra White in “Balm in Gilead” and tenor 
Timothy McMillan in Wesby’s own “Free at Last,” commemorating Martin Luther King Jr.’s 
Lincoln Memorial Speech of 1963. 
 Wesby himself arranged several pieces on the program, among them the Sting song 
(“Fields of Gold”) and John Lennon’s “Rain.” Barbara Wesby accompanied, on piano. 
 “Thunderstorm,” an appealing novelty, stationed singers in the nave where they produced 
plausible weather using everything — hands, feet and fingers — except their voices. 
 The concert was a reminder that it’s been an unusually good winter for singing, thanks to 
performances by Voyces and Richmond Choral Society, soprano Julia Bullock (at the Serenade 
Series in New Brighton) and Livingston-based baritone Anthony Turner, at Cafe LaMama. 
 The Wagner concert, the send-off preview of a seven-stop Florida tour, finished with the 
perfect preview of the upcoming St. Patrick’s Day show in Port St. Lucie: A choral “O Danny 
Boy.” 


